Thank you to the following who made the acquisition of Tom Bamberger's OK possible:

- Prudence Pick Hway
- Suzanne and Richard Pieper
- West Bend Mutual Insurance Company
- Jim and Susan Cerletty
- Laurie and Brian Winters
- Chris and Cheryl Anderson
- Doug and Norrine Devenport
- Mike and Michelle Nast
- Kevin and Katie O'Meara
- Roger and Joan Stephenson
- Mary Kay Strachota
- Kathleen and Charles G. Vogel
- Philip Joseph Hway
- Jim and Kris Rappé
- Jim Shields and Joy Peot-Shields
- Terese Agnew
- David and Pamela Bast
- Ave M. Biev
- John and Julie Dedrick
- John T. Evans
- Mary and Tim Galante
- Michael and Jane Meilahn
- Shoemaker Family Trust
- Bill and Susan Sprinkmann
- Fred and Jennie Stonehouse
- Christine Style in memory of Tony Rajer
- Tom and Mary Uttech